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Philosophy 502/Value Theory/Animal Studies/Fall 2020
Deborah Slicer/deborah.slicer@umontana.edu
Course Description

Until 1975, when utilitarian Peter Singer published Animal Liberation, you could fit what
philosophers wrote about nonhuman animals into your back pocket. Now, in 2020, if the
Mansfield Library had a decent collection of philosophical books and articles on animals, that
collection could easily fill an entire floor.
What happened?

Singer’s Animal Liberation was soon followed by Tom Regan’s rights-based argument The Case
for Animal Rights, 1983. Singer and Regan laid the groundwork for 1000’s of pages of rightsutility debate over the moral status of animals, “like-us” arguments that grounded respect for
and better treatment of animals on the basis of their being like human beings in morally
relevant ways, i.e., sentient, in Singer’s case or self-conscious “subjects of a life,” in Regan’s
case. This literature comprised the 1st wave of animal studies and is often referred to as the
Singer-Regan approach,” the “extensionist approach,” or the “like-us approach.” Like-us
arguments are still quite common and hard to avoid.
At roughly the same time, philosopher Cora Diamond wrote two essays, “Eating Meat and
Eating People” (1978) and “Anything But Argument” (1982) that challenged Singer’s and
Regan’s Kantian and utilitarian-based attempts to extend moral considerability to other
animals. Despite Diamond’s reputation as a world-class Wittgenstein scholar, she had great
difficulty placing these articles in journals and once they were published few people read them.
In England, Mary Midgley and Stephan Clark published Animals and Why They Matter (1983)
and The Moral Status of Animals (1977), respectively. They too diverged from the mainstream
extensionist approach that fixated on extending moral status to other animals via utility or
Kantianism. Diamond, Clark, and Midgley thought the approach flattened and even distorted
the complexity and vast diversity of other animals’ minds and emotional ranges, their ways of
living, and our actual and potential relationships with them, our “fellow creatures.”
Significantly, and even more heretically, in addition to their discomfort with the content of the
Singer-Regan approach, they questioned the approach’s form, its method: analytic argument—
conceptual analysis, deductive argument. Could analytic philosophy produce anything that
wasn’t mostly obvious, generate deep, interesting ideas, and insights that were more true? No,
this trio claimed. But literature could. Some science could. A certain approach to living with
other animals could, an approach open to animal “otherness,” one that practiced a decentering
of the self and self-restraint, respect for difference, was open to surprise, mystery, awe.
The field went through a seismic shift in 1999 with the publication of Noble-prize-winning
novelist J.M. Coetzee’s Tanner lectures, The Lives of Animals. The two lectures, which we’ll
read, feature a fictional acclaimed novelist, Elizabeth Costello, who is invited to give two public

lectures at an American university in the northeast. No doubt they expect her to talk about
fiction, just as Princeton likely expected Coetzee to lecture on fiction. Instead she (he) lectures
on animals, on the atrocities—factory farming, product testing, medical research, and more—
and on philosophy’s utter failure to take the “animal problem” seriously, even condoning our
atrocious treatment of them, which we justify via argument, “reason,” when in fact these
matters also involve the heart, the imagination, and great humility as we acknowledge what we
don’t know and what we can’t (and ought not) control. You can perhaps see some of the
parallels between Diamond’s critique 20 years prior and Costello’s/Coetzee’s critique of the
Singer-Regan approach.
Tellingly, and for many reasons, Lives, a piece of fiction, caught philosophers’ attention. Now
Diamond’s complaints with traditional moral philosophy’s analytic form and her notion of
animals as fellow creatures are foremost in contemporary literature on animals in both
philosophy and English departments. “Animal Studies,” as we now refer to it, is a huge
interdisciplinary field and in philosophy such heavy-weights as Christine Korsgaard, Martha
Nussbaum, Alice Crary, Stanley Cavell, Derrida, and Ian Hacking, among others, are cranking out
books and articles in philosophy of mind &language, ethics, and philosophy of science that
address the “animal question.” Honestly, there’s never been a better time than right now for
animal studies in every discipline.
We’re going to double-down on the two main issues of this 2nd wave of animal studies, initiated
by Diamond and later on Coetzee: What do we mean when we say other animals are “fellow
creatures,” and is philosophy, when understood in analytic terms, up to the job of addressing
this question and its normative fallout?
Our sources include four world-class animal scientists, who have very graciously agreed to
Zoom with us: Barb Smuts, Carl Safina, Frans de Waal, and Rick McIntyre. We’ll also rely on
philosophers—Diamond, MacKinnon, Calarco, Derrida, Levinas, and Korsgaard—as well as
novelists Jane Smiley, J.M. Coetzee, and Leslie Silko, author of Ceremony, a Lakota account of
our fellow creatures.
Two documentary videos, one on Joe Hutto’s life with wild turkeys, and the other on Timothy
Treadwell’s thirteen summers, culminating in his death, with grizzly bears in Alaska, are
relevant and helpfully controversial. You’ll watch these on your own time, but we’ll discuss
them in class together.
It’s a busy semester. By the end of it, I hope we’ll have a richer (but NOT definitive) notion of
what we mean by a “fellow creature,” of the idea’s moral implications, and views, which I’m
sure will be diverse, on philosophy’s role and its limits in animal studies.

Schedule/ [ ]=Required For Presenters Only
8/19 Hello, Calarco’s Thinking Through Animals, all

8/24 Calarco’s Zoographies: The Question of Animals from Heidegger to Derrida. Read the
introduction, Levinas, Derrida.
8/26 Cora Diamond’s “Eating Meat and Eating People” and Catherine MacKinnon’s “Of Mice
and Men.” Watch Joe Hutto’s “My Life As a Turkey.”
8/31 Coetzee’s The Lives of Animals, 1st lecture
9/2 continue Lives, 2nd lecture. Excerpts from Smiley’s Horse Heaven. See end of syllabus for
specifics. Find a copy of D.H. Lawrence’s “The Snake,” a poem.
9/9-16 Barbara Smuts’ contribution at the end of Lives, plus “”Between Species: Science and
Subjectivity,” “Embodied Communication in Non-human Animals,” “Encounters With Animal
Minds,” and “Encounters With Companion Species: Entangling Dogs, Baboons, Philosophers,
and Biologists,” by Donna Haraway. I should be able to email these essays to you. Zoom 9/14
[Sex and Friendship in Baboons]
9/21-30 Leslie Silko’s Ceremony
10/5-14 Carl Safina’s Becoming Wild & and excerpt from Slicer, which I’ll email you. Zoom
10/12 [Beyond Words: What Animals Think and Feel]
10/19-28 Frans de Waal’s Mamma’s Last Hug & Christine Korsgaard’s “Fellow Creatures:
Kantian Ethics and Our Duties to Animals” Zoom 10/26 [Primates and Philosophers]
11/2-16 Rick McIntyre’s The Rise of Wolf 8 Zoom 11/4 [The Reign of Wolf 21]
11/18 Warner Herzog’s film on Timothy Treadwell, “Grizzly Man.”

Readings

Thinking Through Animals, Matthew Calarco
Zoographies, Matthew Calarco
The Lives of Animals, J.M. Coetzee
Horse Heaven, Jane Smiley
Ceremony, Leslie Silko
Becoming Wild, Carl Safina
Mamma’s Last Hug, Fans de Waal
The Rise of Wolf 8, Rick McIntyre
“Eating Meat and Eating People,” Cora Diamond
“Of Mice and Men,” Catherine MacKinnon

“Fellow Creatures,” Christine Korsgaard
“The Snake,” D.H. Lawrence

Graded Assignments

2 2-3 page discussion papers, 1st due NO LATER than 9/16, 2nd due NO LATER than 11/16. You
may turn them in earlier. Pl. email them to me.: 20 points total
Host and lead discussion for one of the following: Smuts, Safina, de Waal, or McIntyre. 3-page
synopsis of the experience and material: 40 points
10-page final paper on topic of your choice. Email a 1-page proposal to me NO LATER than
11/16. You may expand on one of the discussion papers. Due on 11/20 by email : 40 points

Discussion Papers

Do not summarize! Please bring your own insights to the table. Hone in on a specific problem
or twist, that “Ahaaaaa….”moment you have as you stumble across something puzzling, or
wrong-headed, or a point that somehow sheds light on an idea we’ve talked about previously.
Tell me something I don’t already know and that isn’t obvious. Stay focused. Work with a very
specific idea rather than with an unwieldy, general one.

Final Paper

Run your thesis by me no later than 11/16. Focus, work with the literature we’ve read, write
about something you strong agree with, disagree with, or find puzzling or incomplete. I’m not
looking for a summary of the literature we’ve read or a research paper.

Hosting and Lead Discussion

Groups of 3 or 4 people will host one of our Zoom guests—Smuts, Safina, de Waal, McIntyre.
The group will also tell us about the second book they read---summarize briefly, relate it to the
book everyone else read, raise critical questions and praise.
Hosting Zoom and Discussion: The group should (a) 2 days prior to the Zoom, send the guest 2
questions the group wants to raise. Be specific and try to refer to specific sections in the guest’s
books. This DOESN’T need to be at all adversarial. Simply ask for clarification or run your own
ideas by the guest or ask them to comment on another author’s ideas, or…; (b) facilitate
discussion the day of the Zoom; (c) the day after the Zoom come to class with 2 issues the Zoom
raised that you’d like to dive into further. Facilitate discussion of those and other issues that
come up that day; (d) whenever possible, be sure to relate readings and the Zoom to the books
and essays we’ve read previously and to previous discussions.
Synopsis: Simply provide a written account of your experience working with the group, your
impressions of the readings, the Zoom session, and the class discussion after the Zoom session.

Law and Order

1.) Attendance and participation—this is primarily a discussion class, so attendance and
participation are mandatory.

2.) I consider the following rude and unacceptable: ringing cell phones, reading the newspaper
or working on something other than class materials in class, whispering to your neighbor,
texting, coming into class late or leaving early (unless you’ve okayed this with me), in other
words anything that keeps you or other students from giving our conversations your full
attention. I’ll call you out for these things just once. After that, I simply drop you from the
class. Please just be considerate, responsible adults, and we’ll get on fine.
3.) See the University of Montana Student Conduct Code re. cheating, etc.

Smiley’s Horse Heaven

We’ll follow the story of 1 horse, Justa Bob. Please read the entire section.
p. 47 Just a Roberto
85 Just a Good-Bye
150 Justa Neck
197 Justa Quarter Crack
269 Eastward Ho
306 Just the Midwest
418 Justa Claimer
443 Justa Favor
493 August
533 Happy Ever After
557 Epilogue, 1st page

